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We prove exponential localization in the Anderson model on a one-dimensional 
strip for any potential whose probability distribution is not concentrated on a 
single point and possesses ome finite moment. In particular, we obtain localization 
for Bernoulli potentials on a strip. ,c‘ 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let Z, = Z x { 1, 2, . . . . I} be the one-dimensional lattice strip of width 1. 
The Anderson model on Z, is given by the random Hamiltonian 
H= -A + V on 12(Z,), where A(x, y) = 1 if 1.x - yJ = 1 and zero otherwise, 
x, y E ZI, and V(X), x E Z,, are independent identically distributed random 
variables. This model was introduced by Anderson [l] to study the motion 
of a quantum-mechanical e ectron in a crystal with impurities. 
In this article we are concerned with localization. We say that the ran- 
dom operator H exhibits localization in an energy interval Z if H has pure 
point spectrum in Z with probability one. We have exponential ocalization 
in Z if we have localization and all the eigenfunctions corresponding to 
eigenvalues in Z have exponential decay. 
In one dimension exponential ocalization for the Anderson model is well 
understood [2-61. The most general result is due to Carmona, Klein, and 
Martinelli [S], who proved that if the potential’s probability distribution 
is not concentrated in a single point and possesses ome finite moment, 
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then the Anderson Hamiltonian H-is exponentially localized on the whole 
real line. 
In higher dimensions, exponential localization has been proven only at 
high disorder or low energy [7, 3,4, 8,9, 5, 10, 61. 
In this article we extend the results of Carmona, Klein, and Martinelli 
[S] to the one-dimensional strip. In one dimension, Carmona, Klein, and 
Martinelli proved the key probabilistic estimate needed to conclude 
localization from [3,4, 61. This probabilistic estimate required results from 
the theory of random matrices (e.g., [ll]), in particular a key role is 
played by LePage’s result [12] on the local Holder continuity of the 
integrated density of states. 
We follow the same approach. In particular we extend LePage’s result to 
the strip, since it is needed in the proof. 
Our basic result is that, if the potential’s probability distribution is such 
that we can use the machinery of the theory of random matrices, then 
we have exponential localization. In particular, if the V(X), XE Z,, are 
independent identically distributed random variables whose probability 
distribution is not concentrated on a single point and possesses ome finite 
moment, then we always have exponential localization. Thus we obtain 
localization for Bernoulli potentials on the strip. 
This article is organized as follows: Section 1 contains the statement of 
our results. In Section 2 we discuss general properties of products of 
random matrices. The local Holder continuity of the integrated density of 
states is proven in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we prove the probabilistic 
estimates that imply exponential ocalization by [3,4, 61. 
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let 1 be a positive integer, Z,= Z x { 1, . . . . 11. Since I*(Z,) % I*(Z, C’), we 
rewrite the Anderson Hamiltonian on the latter space as H = H, + W, 
where (H,$)(n)= -$(n- 1)-$(n+ 1) for FEZ, and (W+)(n)= 
W(n) $(n), where W(n) is the f x I matrix 





V(n, 2) = ’ ‘.. 0 ... -1 $) 1 (1.1) 
V(n, j), n E z, jE 1, . ..) I being real valued random variables. 
Thus W(n), n E Z, are 1 x 1 matrix valued random variables. We will 
always assume that the W(n), n E Z, are independent identically distributed 
random variables. 
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The eigenvalue equation associated to H can be written as 
-$@I+ 1)-&n-l)+ IV(n)lj+r)=Ell/(n) 
with Ic/ E I 2( Z, C’). 
(1.2) 
To each EE R we associate to (1.2) the sequence of gf of random 21x 21 
matrices given by 
g,“= 
where I is the 1 x 1 identity matrix. It is easy to see that g,EE S,(1, R), the 
symplectic subgroup of SL(21, R). Under our assumption, for each E E R 
the gf, n E Z, are independent identically distributed random variables 
with values in S,(/, R). We will denote by pE the common probability 
distribution. 
The hypotheses we need to prove localization are more generally 
expressed in terms of ,uE. Given a probability measure p on S,,(l, R), we 
will introduce assumptions (Al) and (A3) in Section 2. (A3) just says p has 
a finite moment, i.e., J I/ gllq p(g) < m for some u > 0. (Al) will basically 
say that the theory of random matrices (i.e., [ll]) can be used. 
In the next section we will also discuss the Lyapunov exponnents, 
1’1 (EL . . . . y/(E). Under assumptions (Al) and (A3) on pE we have 
y,(E)> ... >),,(E)>O. 
Our basic result on localization is 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose uE satisfies (Al) and (A3) for all EER. Then, 
with probability one, the spectrum of H is pure point and, if It/E E I’( Z, C’) 
is an eigenfinction corresponding to the eigenvalue E, we have 
1 
,dl,m_ 3 log ME(n)I G -y,(E). 
In Section 2 we discuss conditions on the probability distribution of the 
potential I’(x), XEZ,, for which (Al) and (A3) hold for ,u”, all EE R (see 
Proposition 2.3). If the V(x), x E Z,, are independent identically distributed 
random variables, and the common probability distribution is not concen- 
trated in a single point, then Goldsheid and Margulis [ 13, Theorem 61 
state that (Al) holds. Thus we have for the standard Anderson model: 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose V(x), XE Z,, are independent identicahy 
distributed random variables, whose common probability distribution is not 
concentrated in a single point and possesses some finite moment. Then, with 
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probability one, the spectrum of the Anderson Hamiltonian H = -A + V on 
f’(Z,) is pure point and, if tjE~f2(Zl) is an eigenfunction corresponding to 
the eigenvalue E, we have 
Recently Glaflig [ 151 showed that if the V(x), XE Z,, are independent 
random variables, with V(n, I), n E Z, identically distributed with a com- 
mon probability distribution that is compactly supported and has a density 
in the Sobolev space LA, some a~=-0, and the remaining V(n,j), nE {Z}, 
jE { 1, . . . . I - 1 } are identically distributed with a common distribution that 
is compactly supported and either has a density or has a Bernoulli distribu- 
tion with the two possible values close together (maybe identical), then 
there is a convolution power of pE with a density and hence (Al ) holds 
(see Proposition 2.3). Under Glafftg’s conditions Theorem 1.1 applies and 
we have exponential ocalization. 
2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF PRODUCTS OF RANDOM MATRICES 
Let 1 be a positive integer and G the symplectic subgroup S,(f, R) of 
SL(21, R). For k = 1, . . . . 1, Lk will denote the linear subspace of nk(R2’) 
spanned by the isotropic k vectors. (u, A . . . A uk E nk(R2’) is called 
isotropic if u:Ju, = 0 for all i, j E ( 1, . . . . k}, where J is the 21 x 21 matrix 
I, being the 1 x 1 identity matrix. 
Let P(nk(R2’)) be the projective space of nk(R2’) and let .? be the image in 
the projective space of x E /lk(R2’). Let Lk = {X; x E L, >, the set of isotropic 
subspaces of dimension k of R” (see [ 11; A.IV.3, B.IV.43). 
/ikG acts on k-vector x=u,,I...nu, by (nkg)x=gu, A ... A gu,, and 
for XE Lk we will write gx instead of Akgx. Note that lln”g)l < JlgJlk and, 
for gEG, ItgIl = llg-‘It > 1. 
,?k is a compact space if endowed with the distance 
where the norm is the Euclidean norm in the exterior powers of R2’ (note 
that x A ~E~~(A~(R~‘))#/~~~(R”)). 
Let isn>n=1.2... be a sequence of independent identically distributed 
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random variables with values in G; ,U will denote its common probability 
distribution. Let S, = g, g, ~. , . . . g, . 
YI, 1’2, ..*, yI will denote the nonnegative Lyapunov exponents associated 
to the action of S,, on the exterior powers of R” [ll; A.III.5, A.IV.31. For 
kE { 1, . . . . 1) and xgLk the sequence S,,.f is a Markov chain with values in 
1, and kernel P’(X) = JG f( gX) tip(g). 
We will consider the following assumptions on p: 
(Al) For any kE(l,..., I} the closed semigroup generated by the 
support of ,U is L,-strongly irreducible and k-contracting (see [ 11, Defini- 
tions A.IV.l.1, A.IV.3.31). 
(AZ) jlog Ilgll44s)<~. 
(A3) J Ilgl)~&(g)<co for some q>O. 
It suffices to require (A2) for properties related to the ergodic theorem 
but we need the stronger (A3) for the study of the iterates of the kernels 
of the Markov chains on JC~. 
Assumption (Al) can be easily checked when there exists a convolution 
power of p on G with a density 111; A.IV.3.51, but since this will not be 
the case in this article we will need a more general criterion. Such a 
criterion has been established by Goldsheid and Margulis [ 13, Theorems 2 
and 31 and extended by Guivarc’h and Raugi [ 14, Property A1.61, we 
state it in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If the group generated by the support of p is algebrai- 
cally dense in G then (Al ) holds. 
Notice that is a convolution power of p has a density, then this group 
is dense in the usual topology. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose (Al ) and (A2) are satisfied. Then, for anq 
ke { 1, . . . . 1}, we have: 
(i ) For any x E Lk n’e have 
lim llog )IS,sll =y, + ... +yk a.e. 
n-,r n 
(ii) There exists a unique ,a-invariant probability measure vk on L, 
(i.e., invariant for the Markov chain with kernel P) and 
).‘I + . . . +yk= 
f 
log II g-dl 
4 x G 
~dv&) &(g). 
(iii) y,>y2> ... >y,>O. 
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Zf in addition p satisfies (A3), then (i) can be extended to obtain 
(i’ ) For x, y E L, we have 
lim llog I(v, S,X)( =y,+ ... +lrk a.e. 
n - 3c n 
Proof. See [ 11; A.IV.3.4, A.VI.2.31. Note that in (i)’ ( , ) is the dot 
product in Lk. 1 
Now let H= H, + W on f2(Z, C’), gf, p’ be as on Section 1. We will 
denote by rt, $ the corresponding Lyapunov exponents and invariant 
measures. 
Recall that W(n), n E Z, is given in terms of the random potential V(x), 
.K E Z, by ( 1.1). The next proposition gives conditions for (Al ), (A2), and 
(A3) to hold. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume V(n) = ( V( 44, 1 ), . . . . V( M, l)), n E Z, are inde- 
pendent identically distributed random vectors. Then, for any E E R, 
(i) IfWog(l + IV)l)) < CXI, then (A3) holds for pE. 
(ii) ZfE((V(0)(q) < oo for some n >O, then (A3) ho/&for p”. 
(iii) If V(X), XE Z,, are independent identically distributed random 
variables, with the common probability distribution not concentrated in a 
single point, then (Al) holds for pLE. 
(iv) Zf V(x), XEZ,, are independent random variables, with V(n, I), 
n E Z, being identicalIy distributed with compactly supported distribution 
F(tl)dv with FE L,= (f EL’(R); there exists gE L’(R) such that g(t)= 
(1 + t2)“‘2j\(t)}, c1> 0, and the remaining V(n, j), n E Z, Jo { 1, . . . . I- 1 }, 
are identicalI}. distributed with a common distribution that is compactly 
supported and either has a density or is a Bernoulli distribution with the two 
possible values close together (maybe identical), then there is a convolution 
power of pE with a density and hence (A 1) holds. 
Proof (i) and (ii) are obvious. (iii) is stated in Theorem 6 of Goldsheid 
and Margulis [ 11. (iv) is a result of Glafig [ 15). 4 
In the sequel we will assume that the common probability distribution of 
V(n), n E Z, is such that p’ satisfies (Al) and (A3) for any EE Z. We will 
also fix a compact interval Z of R. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 
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Then : 
(i) FE(X) is continuous on 1,. 
(ii) SUP,,~, IFE(~?)-FE.(X)I <C JE-E’j for some C< m and all 
E, E’E I. 
Proqf 
IF&)1 GE log llA”g”ll <kE log lIdI. 
Thus (i) follows from (A2) and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
theorem. 
To prove (ii), note that 
l~~~,,~~-f(E’,i)ldEjlog~j~~log,,n*(g”,(gZ)~),l. 




Akh = I+ (E’- E) IV,.,, 
with D = supE, EIE I I(M, E, 1) < ccj. Thus 
I(AkhlJ < 1+ (E’-El D. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. For each k = 1, 2, . . . . 1 the function E + yf is continuous. 
Proof Let E,, --) E. Since every limit point of ~2 is ,uE-invariant on 1, 
we have that \I? converges weakly to \I:. From Proposition 2.2(ii) and 
Lemma 2.4 we obtain 
lim rF+ 
E” - E 
. . . +~~=~~~v~E”(F~~)=v:(F~)=Y:+ ... +r,” 
for each k = 1, 2, . . . . 1. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.6. For each k = 1. . . . . 1 we have 
lim ElogF=):+ ... +Yf, 
n 4 cc X (2.2) 
the limit being uniform in E E I, 1 E L,. 
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Proof: Since the right-hand side of (2.2) is a continuous function of E, 
it sufftces to prove that for any sequences ,U,z + .? in Ik and E, --t E in I we 
Let us consider the sequence of probability 
..’ +yf. (2.3) 
measure 0, on Ik defined by 
we have 
II SE% II ;ElogL 
llXi?l! 
= Q,(F,). (2.4) 
Since any limit point of 0, is pE-invariant, we have that 0, -+ 11: weakly. 
Thus, using Lemma 2.4, we can see that (2.3) follows from (2.4). 1 
Let y: = infBEI 1);; since E --) yf is continuous and yj?> 0 for all E, we 
have that 7: > 0. 
The following extends Lemma 5.1 in [S]. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Given E >O there exists ao= a,(Z, E) > 0, such that if 
O<a,<a<a,, we have 
for all EEI, .~EL,, MEL,-, andnan, for some n,=n,(l,&,a,a,)<ocr 
Prooj Using the terminology of [ll; A.V. 2.31, let s be the (additive) 
cocycle defined on the G-space I,-, x 1, by 
s(g, j,i)=log(~$ 
It follows from Proposition 2.6 that 
uniformly on Ix 1, ~ , x E,. 
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Thus, given E > 0, there exists n, such that E[s(Sf, ~7, X)] < - (7: - s)n 
for all n>n,, all EEI, ZeLI, YEI,-,. 
Moreover, if r(g) = sup,, - Is( g, 7, +?)I, then 
~(g)<logCll~‘-‘gll Iln’glll Gf(,- l)log Ilgll. 
Thus (A3) implies that, for some r > 0, 
sup We ) rrtgE) < ao. 
EEI 
The proof of the proposition is now identical to [ 11, Proposi- 
tion A.V.2.31, taking into account the uniformity with respect to the 
variable EE I. 1 
Let [ 1, . . . . L] = { 1, . ..) L} x { 1, . ..) /} c Z x (1, . . . . Zj. H, will denote H 
restricted to [ 1, ,5] with Dirichlet boundary conditions. If je Z, rj will 
denote the projection on the ith slice, i.e., r,$(i) = S,,@(j) for $ E I’(Z, C’). 
The operator H, - if-, - E is always invertible for EE R, since every func- 
tion $ in the kernel of this operator has to verify I(/(L) = $(L - 1) = 0 and 
hence $ = 0. Let G,(E) = (H, - iT, - E) ~ ‘, and let G, (E; i, j) be the Ix I 
matrix of G,(E) between the slices i, j of /1,, i, je { 1, . . . . L). 
The matrix Sf = gE .. . gf has the form 




P(L) > Q(L) ’ 
where P( L + 1). P(L), Q( L + 1 ), Q(L) are real 1 x I matrices. 
From the symplectic property of SF we obtain 
P(L)‘P(L+ l)= P(L+ l)‘P(L). 
It is not difficult to check that 
G;,(E; 1, L)= [P(L+ l)-iP(L)]-‘. 
Thus 
sz(L)=(P(L+ l)-iP(L))*(P(L+ l)-iP(L)) 
= P(L + l)‘P(L + 1) + P(L)‘P(L) 
is a positive definite matrix, and 
IIG,(E; 1, L)ll* = IlsZ(L)mm’II < trace(G!;‘). 
If e ,, . . . . e,, is the canonical basis of R”, let u= e, A e, A . . . A r, and, for 
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each k~ (l,...,I}, let Uk=e, A ... A ekp, A ek+i A . ..e. be the same 
exterior product without ek. We have (see [ll; B.IV.S.l]) 
Then Proposition 2.6 yields immediately: 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Gioen E > 0 there exists aO= a,(& E), 0 -C a0 < 1, such 
that if O<a,<aQa,, we have 
E( IIG,(E, 1, L)ll”) < e-X1(Y:-E)L 
foraNE~IandLBL,forsomeL,=L,(Z,E,a,a,)<~. 
Remark. The same relation is true for G(E) = (H, - iT, - E) ) ‘, using 
the same proof for the product ( gf) - ’ . . (8:) - ‘. 
COROLLARY 2.9. For any E > 0 there exists K = K(Z, E) > 0 and 
L, = L, (I, E) < CC such that 
P{ IIG,(E; 1, L)Il ~e-‘y~-“‘L} <eeKL ,forallEEIandLdL,. 
Proof: It follows from Proposition 2.8 by using Chebychev’s 
inequaiity. m 
PROPOSITION 2.10. lim L- n (l/L) log IIC,(E, 1, L)ll < -yfa.e. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 2.9 by using the Bore1 Cantelli 
Lemma. 1 
3. HOLDER CONTINUITY OF THE INTEGRATED DENSITY OF STATE 
In one dimension LePage [ 121 proved local Holder continuity for the 
integrated density of states for bounded potentials whose probability 
distribution is not concentrated in a single point; Carmona, Klein, and 
Martinelli [S] extended the result to the case where the potential I’ is not 
necessarily bounded but E(log( 1 + 1 V(O)1 ) < co. 
In this section we extend LePage’s result to the strip; our proof follows 
very closely his original proof. 
The integrated density of state N(E), E E R, is defined (on the strip of 
with I) by 
(eigenvalues of H, < E}. 
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It is a consequence of the ergodic theorem that the limit exists a.e. and is 
independent of the potential. N(E) is always a continuous function, and, 
under some mild conditions log-Holder continuous (see [ 11; A.II.6; 16; 173 
for a discussion and references). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose u E satisfies (A 1) and (A3 ) for all E E R. Then the 
function N(E) is locally Holder continuous, i.e., .for any compact interval 
I c R there exists o! = a( I) > 0 and C = C(I) < iy; such that 
IN(E,)-N(E,))6CIE,-E,I” 
for all E,, E, E I. 
Recall the Craig and Simon [IS] extension of Thouless formula to the 
strip 
f(yf+ . . . +$)=flog JE-E’I dN(E’). 
Then Theorem 3.1 will follow from Theorem 3.2 using the properties of the 
Hilbert transform, in an identical way as in the second part of the proof of 
Theorem A.1 in [S]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose u E satisfies (A 1) and (A3) for ail E E R. Then the 
function E+1!:+ ... + y,” is locall-y Holder continuous, i.e., for any compact 
interval Ic R there exists CI = U(I) > 0 and C = C(I) < DZ such that 
II;:+ . . . ++(yf’+ ... +$jI<CIE-E’j’ 
for aN E, E’ E I. 
So let us assume that pE satisfies (Al) and (A5) for all EE R, and let I 
be a fixed compact interval in R. We start the proof of Theorem 3.2 by 
defining the Holder spaces on 1,. Let L,, where a > 0, be the set of 
continuous function on e, such that 
endowed will the norm (1 f I( JT = II f (I oci + m, (f ). 
Then L, is a Banach space; moreover, a + L, is decreasing and the 
identity map from L, to L, is continuous for fl< ~1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let b,(E)= (l/n) log (IA*(A’S,E)j(. Then 6,(E) + 2(yf+ ... 
+ 7 ,“_ I ) uniformly for E E I. 
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Proof. The two top Lyapunov exponents of A’Sf are )jf + ... + rf and 
E yf+ ... +& +y,+,. Thus the top Lyapunov exponent of n2(n’Sf) is the 
sum of these exponents; taking into account that r,“, , = -?;I” we obtain the 
desired limit for each E. 
Since this limit is continuous in E and is obtained as the limit of a 
subadditive sequence of continuous functions, the uniformity follows from 
Dini’s theorem. 1 
~OPOSITION 3.4. There exists a,, > 0 such that for 0 < a < a0 there exists 
pz < 1 and C, < xx such that 
forallE~I,?C,~~~,,~~#)!,andalln>,1. 
Proof: We use again [ll; A.V.2.31. Let s be the (additive) cocycle 
defined on the G-space {-II, 7 E L,; .U # J} by 
Then 
s(g,X, J)< IlA2(A’g)ll -log+lOql”$“. 
Y I’ 
Taking into account the uniform convergence stated in Lemma 3.3 and 
Proposition 2.6, plus the positivity and continuity of r;E, we can conclude 
the existence of a positive integer p such that 
sup E[s(S,E, x-, j)] < 0. 
.f. f E 1,. i Z 7. E E I 
Define r(g) = SUP.~,~ Is(g, 1, g)(, then 
r(g) G lw( ll~kll ll~‘gll ) G 21 log II gll, 
so it follows from (A3) that there exists r > 0 with supEE, E(err’gE’) < co so 
we can use the proof of [ 11; A.V.2.31. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let P, and N, be the Markov operators defined on L, 
b 
U',fW=j f(s9dpE(g) G 
(NEfN.9 = am". 
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Then there exists a0 > 0 such that for 0 < a< a0 
IIf%- NElla G Cad 
forsomep,<l andC,<cc andallnZ1. 
Proqf: Identical to [ 11; A.V.2.51 if we use Proposition 3.4. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. There exists /I > 0 and D < c~ such that 
(i) E[6(gE.%, g”‘?c)B] < D IE- E’J” for all E, E’~Iand ZEL[. 
(ii) E[6( gE.?, gEj)8/&.t-, j)p] d D for all EIS f, X, j E I?/, ?r # J. 
Proof: 
S(g% gE’j) d Il~‘WgE)Il II&Al IIWII 
1(x A hxI( 
,lvyII” > 
where h = A’[( gE) ~ ‘gE’]. 
But (SE)-‘gE’=Z+(E’-E)H with 
I 0 H= 
( > 0 0’ 
Thus 
“-‘,,Al::,,, < JE- E’I i 
x k=l 0 : lIHllk, 
and (i) follows from (A3). 
Since 
(ii) also follows from (A3). 1 
PROPOSITION 3.7. There exists a0 > 0 such that for 0 <u < a0 we have 
IIPEf - PE,f IIcl,/z < C, IE- E’Iz’2 Ilf II; 
forallE,E’EI,fEL,,andsomeC,<w. 
ProoJ: Using Lemma 3.6 the proof is identical to that of 
[ 11; B.II.4.91. 1 
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PROPOSITION 3.8. There exists ~1, > 0 such that for 0 < u < 01, we have 
Iv”(f) - v”‘(f )I d c, IE- E’Ix,‘2 Ilf II x 
for all E,E’EI,fEL,, andsome C,<KI. 
Proof. Let c(, be the minimum of the crb s given by Propositions 3.5 and 
3.7, let O<aQa,. Let I-, be the circle centered at 1 with radius 
r, = (1 - ~a)/2, where p, is given by Proposition 3.5. Writing &= 
PE- N,, and noting that P,N,= N,P,= NE, we have the expansion 
R,(z)=&-z)-‘=A 
,-(1-z) NE+ f &iQk n=o- 
which is norm convergent in L, for z E f, by Proposition 3.5, with 
C, again given by Proposition 3.5. 
It follows that 
sup IIR”(z)\l 1 < ‘oz. 
:e r,. Ec I 
Taking into account the resolvent identity, 
RE(z) - RE’(z) = RE’(z)(PE. - PE) RE(z), 
the Cauchy relation 
NE=& jrz RE(z) dz, 
and Proposition 3.7 the result is straightforward. 1 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.2. Recall 
yp+ . . . ++yf’- . . . + 
= VE(FE)-vE.(FE.)= v,(F,)-v,.(F,)+ vE’(FE-FE.) 
in the notation of Lemma 2.4. 
The theorem then follows form Proposition 3.8 and Lemma 2.4 if we can 
prove that supEE, \lFJ u < rx, for some a > 0. 
First we note that 
I~A+~)l G Ebg II g”lll 
and this gives the desired bound for the L” norm. 
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Now, let us fix Ue L,, there exists a map s from I?, to the rotations of G 
(see [19]) such that 
s(.L?).U=.f for all Zc E L, 
and 
ll.s( ,I) s- l(X) - I)) < C6(2, j) for .u, 4; E I,, and some C < ‘w. 
Thus, given ,?, j E L,, 2; = m.?, where m = s( j) sP ‘(2) and I/m - Ill < 
C&f, p). Thus 
GElog IIgEm(gE)VIIl 
<El@1 + IIgE(m-MgE)-llI) 
GE log( 1 + llm - 41 /I gElI 2, 
<Elog( 1 + c6(i, J) IjgEl12). 
Since log( 1 +x) < c,xGL for all x > 0 and c( > 0 with c, < cc, the required 
estimate follows from (A3) for c1 small enough. Thus Theorem 3.2 is 
proven. 1 
4. LOCALIZATION 
Let [L,, L,] = (I.,, L, + 1, . . . . L2} x (1, . . . . I}, as before H,,,, L2, will 
denote the restriction of H to l’([L,, L2]) with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions, G rr,. L23 (E) will be the corresponding Green’s function, and 
GCL,,L21(E; i,j)=TiGLL,,L21(E) rj, i,jE (L,, . . . . L2}, Ti being the projec- 
tion in the ith slice as in Section 2. 
The probabilistic estimates required for exponential ocaliation by either 
[ 3,4] or [6] are given in 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose pE satisfies (Al) and (A3) for all EER. Then 
(i) Let E,ER; given E>O and O-CD< 1 there exist L, = 
L1 (E,, E, p) < co and K = K(E~, E, /I) > 0 such that 
Wo 4 a(Hc-L.q) and liGC--LLI(EO; 0, L)ll <e-rv’cEo’-‘)r) > 1 -e-KLB 
for all L 2 L, . 
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(ii) Let I be a compact interval in R; given 0 < /.I < 1 and o > 0 there 
exist Lz = Lz(Z, 8, o) < a and T = 7(Z, fl, o) > 0 such that 
P{d(E,a(H~~r~,~,))~e~uL”}~e~‘LB~forallE~ZandL~L,. 
Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 4.1 by using, say, Theorem 2.1 in 
[6]. Some remarks are in order. The results and proofs in [6] apply to the 
strip if we substitute the I x f matrices GAL(n) (E? i, j) and their norms for the 
matrices elements of the Green’s functions and their absolute values used 
in [6] for the one-dimensional case; here JI L (n) = [n - L, n - L + 1, . . . . 
n + L] x { 1, . . . . 1 }. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We start by proving (ii). Our proof follows very 
closely the one given by Carmona, Kkein, and Martinelli [S] for the 
one-dimensional case and we will only state the essential steps. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose uE satisfies (Al ) and (A3) for all E E R. Then for 
each compact energy interval Z there exist c( = a(Z) > 0 and C= C(Z) < CG 
such that for each E E Z and 0 <E < 1 u’e have 
P (there exist E’E(E-E, E+E) and tj’~Z’(n,(O)), 11$‘11 = 1, 
such that H ,,,,,,,ll/’ = E’ll/’ and [I$‘( - L)12 + I$‘(L)12]‘!2 < E} 
< CL&“. 
Proof: Identical to the proof of Lemma 5.2 in [S] if we use the 
local Holder continuity of the integrated density of states given in 
Theorem 3.1. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 0 < L’ < L be integers and let tjE be a normalized eigen- 
vector for HALo, associated to the eigenvalue E. Then 
I$(-L)I <2 IIf&,-,+; -L, -L’)ll 
z 
I@(L)1 G 2 IIG,,,,,,(EjL, L’)Il. 
Proof: Hc-f,rl = Hc_,._,.,-iT~,.+iT-,.+ Q-,.,,.+,+ H~-L~+l.L,, 
where (Qn.A)(n)= -ti(m), (Q,,,$W)= -v+(n), and (Q,,m$)(j)=O if 
j#n, m. 
Since 1111/11 = , the first inequality follows. The second inequality is 
similarly proved. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Let g,, h, be two sequences of matrices in S,(l, R) such that 
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g,h,‘=I+pYfor all n, where PER and IIYIJ<l. Let A,=g,...g,, 
B, = h, . . . h,; we have 






PrOOj Write An,k= g,-*. g,, BnSk= h;..h,. Then 
A,B,‘=gn...glh;l...h,l 
= A,, B,; + PA,,, YB,; = . . . 
=I+p i An.kYB,; 
k=2 
so the result follows. 
The second inequality is similarly proven. 1 
LEMMA 4.5. Assuming the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 and using the same 
notation we write M,,=Q*AiA,Q, N,,=Q’BiB,Q, where Q=[Z 01, 
I, 0 being the Ix I identity and zero matrices, respectively. Then 
Amin G IPI Kn + ~min(Nn), 
where ~min (R) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the positive definite matrix 
R and 
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M,, = N,, + Q’( T,, - 0 fl,, Q. 
Since M, and N,, are positive definite matrices we get 
From Lemma 4.4 we have A,B; ’ = I+ pY, with (1 Y,\l< C, and 
Ai(B = I+ pn Y,‘, with (1 Y,!J < Cn. Thus 
so the lemma follows. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose pE satisfies (A3) for all EE R. Then for each 
compact energy interval I there exist 6 = 6(Z) > 0 and C = C(Z) < ocj such 
that 
PW[I,L,( E; 1, L)II <E and IIc c,.,l(E’; 1, L)ll > ,b, 
for all O<E<~, E, E’EZ, and similarly for 81,,r,(E; 1, L) and 
&.r,(E’; 1, L). 
Proof. Let g, = g:, h, = g:‘, then g,, h, satisfy the hypotheses of 
iemma 4.4, so we can apply Lemma 4.5 with A, = Sf, B, = Sf’. Recalling 
Gcl,,,(E; 1, L)=(PE(L+ l)-iP”(L))-‘, we have, in the notation of 
Lemma 4.5, 
IIS Cl,rl(E; 1, L)ll p2=~min(ML) 
II6 cl,Ll (E’; 1, L)ll p-Z = Amin( 
Moreover, since (A3) holds, there exists C < co and 6 > 0 such that 
E[K;] <CL. 
The corollary now follows from Lemma 4.5 by the use of Chebychev’s 
inequality. 1 
We are now ready to prove (ii). We follow [S], let 0 < jI < 1, u > 0 and 
the compact interval Z be fixed. For each positive integer L we set nL. = 
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[rL8] + 1, where [r] denote the integer part of r > 0 and T is to be chosen 
later. For each EE I and 0 > 0 we set 
AFL’= {llG,-,,- r+nL,(E; -L -L+~,)ll<~-“““] 
By’= (I$ CL-nL.L,(E;L,L-~L)ll -Q-“Lp). 
It follows from Corollary 2.9 that if 0 < 2ry:, there exists K > 0 such that 
PJJAgyy} +-“L” 
and 
P{ [B&y} < e--cLP 
for L 2 L3 for some L, < a and all E E I. 
We can write 
< P (d(E, o(H,,(o,)) <F”‘“} n (-) [AgiL’ 
IE’ - El <c-are 
+P AFL’, 
i 
+P{CA EL’]‘) + P( [BgL’]‘) = (a) + (6) + (c) + (d). 
Let us assume that the event whose probability is (a) occurs. If 
IE’-E( <ePLP, and E’ is an eigenvalue of HALtO) with I+V a corresponding 
normalized eigenvector, then, using Lemma 4.3, we have 
=a 
bY( 5~2 llGC-L,--L+nr,(E; -4 -L+n,Ml<2e- 8/2L8 
since A’&; L’ occurs, and similarly 
z 
IF(L)I 62 lIGCL.-nr.L, (E; L, L-n,)(l <2e-e!2Lp. 
Thus it follows from Lemma 4.2 that 
(a),<C,Lmax{e-“LB, 2 fie-ei2Lp)m for some C, < CG, u > 0. 
NOW suppose that the event whose probability is (b) occurs. Then there 
exists E’, (E’ - El < e -OLB, such that the event 
[ALy;“‘]c n A’,E..L’ 
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occurs. By Corollary 4.6 we get 
(b) f C;” JE- E’j6(e-2eLB/( 1-e-sLp))’ 
for some C, > 0, 6 > 0. 
Similarly, we get the same estimate (c), so Theorem 4.l(ii) is proved. 
We now turn to the proof of (i). Note that 
Thus 
IlGc -L,L,(&;~, L)ll d lIG,o,,,(&;O, L)ll (1 + IIGC--L.~,(&)lI 1. 
Since (ii) gives us that 
I’( IIGC-L,LI(EO)lI 2 e”“} 6 ecKLp 
for some K > 0 and all L large enough, (i) follows if we can show that, 
given E > 0, 
P{EO$a(HtO,,,)and \IG,,,,(E,;O, L)lj <ep’P”E”pE’L)2 1 -em-@” 
for some 0 > 0 and all L large enough. 
But, again using the resolvent identity, 
Gc~.L,(E~)=G~,,L,(E,)-~Gc~.~,(E~) rLGCo.L1(&) 
and hence, 
Gco,r.,(&; 0, L) = G co.~,(Eo; 0, LKf- I’G,o.,,(Eo; L L)l. 
Using Corollary 2.9 and again (ii) we get the desired estimate. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 1 
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